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FIRST AMONG 
UNEQUALS
This is a story of unequals and 

how, despite their differences, they 

play into a growing automotive 

niche of ‘four-door coupés’.

wordS  R ichaRd Webb

t’s into the swirling mists of time we drive,  
back to the era of large, two-door sporting cars,  
to understand what “coupé” actually means.  
A coupé (from the French verb couper, or to cut) 
is a closed car with a permanently attached  
or fixed roof. Classic coupés were normally 
sporty variants of saloon body styles, with  
doors commonly reduced from four to two. 

The 1962 Rover P5 was the first modern 
attempt to blend a classic coupé and a sedan. 
43 years later, Mercedes-Benz reinvented the 
four-door coupé with their CLS. What we 
talk about below are three luxury sedans with 
classic coupé-like proportions, but I tell you 
up front that it’s not a fair fight. At R1 299 000 
the Maserati Quattroporte Sport GT S squares 

up to the R877 000 BMW 6 Gran Coupé and 
the R395 950 Volkswagen CC. But this story is 
more about relative style for your hard-earned 
Rand than finding an outright champ.

Maserati’s Quattroporte Sport GT S gets  
a 4.7-litre Ferrari engine, tweaked to give 
331kW, 510Nm and 0 to 100km/h in  
5.0 seconds. Hit the Sport button, and flaps  
deep in the bowels of the exhaust open up to 
send the sound straight through that hedonist 
synapse in your brain. A spine-tingling note 
that will have you driving through town in 
Sport mode just to set off parked car alarms. 
And all just because you can.

It’s a good-looking and well-built saloon 
with tremendous handling that can be quiet 
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LIKE THE QUATTroPorTE? 
CoNSIdEr THESE ALTErNATIVES:
Aston Martin rapide 

This 5.9-litre V12 is quite firmly sprung, taut 

and rewardingly precise. The rear doors open 

wide, but for the two rear-seat passengers, 

the back-seat experience is best reserved for 

Garden Route soirées rather than crossing the 

continent. a truly elegant car.

Porsche Panamera

The precise chassis and well-damped ride 

makes fast progress smooth and enjoyable.  

The concept of the Panamera is perfect; 

it offers the right amount of room, and it’s 

practical and beautifully appointed. and the 

looks? Some like the cut of its jib, some do not.

AboVE Maserati-

quattroporte. 

and comfortable when it needs to be. It handles 
really well and performs better than any 
full-sized four-door car has a right to do. 

Coming in at R422 000 Richard’s figure is 
R387K but my math gives me R422K less than 
the Quattroporte is the 6-series Gran Coupé. 
The final member of BMW’s latest 6-series 
line-up, it offers the practicality of a four-door 
with the style of the two-door 6-series coupé. 
I think this is one of BMW’s best-looking 
models. The proportions are spot on. Its elegant 
appearance will find a wide appeal.

Based on its unique rear-wheel drive 
platform, space is freed up for two smaller 
rear-door apertures and an amazingly roomy 
back seat. Inside, it’s pretty much like the 

I thInk thIs 
Is one of 
BMW’s Best- 
lookIng 
Models. the 
proportIons 
are spot on. 
Its elegant 
appearance 
WIll fInd a 
WIde appeal.

Liesl
Highlight
deleteItha, can you check with Richard, please
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two-door 6-series with an altered centre 
console. Power is via a remarkable TwinPower 
3.0-litre diesel engine with 230kW and 630Nm. 
Going from 0 to100km/h takes just 5.4 seconds.

This diesel is perfectly suited to the BMW’s 
sporting brand image, with its formidable 
low-end grunt and a massively flexible nature. 
The standard eight-speed automatic gearbox is 
smooth and fast to react. Stop-start technology 
and extra-long gearing helps it to a meagre 
5.5l/100km. Outright driver appeal sets this car 
apart from its competition.

The least expensive membership of this 
exclusive coupé club comes with the VW CC 
2.0 TDI, replete with BlueMotion Technology 
DSG®. This very pretty four-door is based on 
the underpinnings of the previous-generation 
Passat. Powered by a 125kW 2.0-litre TDI 
engine, the car musters a combined economy 
of 5.5l/100km and 144g/km C0

2
. That’s a great 

achievement for a big car with such visual  
appeal, both inside and out. On the road, it’s  
a competent performer. The performance from 
the turbodiesel engine is good enough rather 
than exhilarating, but you are never likely to feel 
disappointed, particularly at cruising speeds. 

The stop-start system in the VW is 
unobtrusive and well suited to the DSG gearbox. 
Ride is firm and feels sharp to drive. It exudes 
exclusivity, is packed with goodies and brings 
the four-door coupé market to a whole new 
audience. Other swoopy saloons-cum-hatchbacks 
in this price bracket simply lack the style and 
sophistication this beautiful CC exudes.  

LIKE THE bMw?  
TrY oNE oF THESE:
Mercedes-benz CLS 350 blueEFFICIENCY

This 225kW 3.0-litre cdi diesel and standard 

seven-speed automatic proves a fair match 

for the more powerful 6 Gran coupé. it’s 

composed and capable on any road surface 

and holds the road tenaciously.

Audi A7 Sportback 3.0 TdI 

With 500Nm of torque and 100km/h in just  

6.3 seconds, this silky 3.0 V6 turbodiesel 

metes out all the thrust you could ever wish 

for. The seven-speed automatic transmission is 

close to perfect too. Ride is a little too firm for 

some, but it’s a technological tour de force.

the 1962 
rover 
p5 Was 
the fIrst 
Modern 
atteMpt 
to Blend 
a classIc 
coupé 
and a 
sedan.

rIgHT BMW’s 

6 Series Gran Coupé. 

bELow Rover 

P5 coupé
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